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11. THE P SYSTEM 
One of the present authors (vdP) put the question, whether other and perhaps 
simpler representations for numbers with combinators would be feasible. 
Suppose that the effect of N will be: 
(N X Y) * (X Y . . . Y) 
where N copies of Y are produced. X is still necessary to represent zero, namely 
X followed by zero copies of Y. If one must visualize this system in terms of 
meaning one could take ZERO for X and PLUSONE for Y, whence 
(3 ZERO PLUSONE) * (ZERO PLUSONE PLUSONE PLUSONE) 
but formally this is not necessary at all. 
The representations for the low numbers are: 
(0 X Y) * X * (K X Y) 
hence 
O=K 
Zero is the annihilator. 
(1 x Y) * (X Y) = (I x Y) 
hence one is again 
1=1 




Two is the duplicator. 
Finding the other combinators for successor, plus and decision has been a 
very awkward procedure, that would not have been possible without some 
experimental help from a machine. Once found it is always easy to give the 
derivation. As in a detective story the reader is invited to write down the 
successor, predecessor, sum and decision without looking on the next pages! 
Let us investigate the operator B working on two numbers and the usual two 
arbitrary objects 
(B N M X Y) * (N(M X)Y) 
* ((M X)Y . . . Y) N copies of Y 
* (X Y . . . Y Y . . . Y) 
M has produced M copies of Y but had to borrow one copy from the Y’s 
already there. This only works if N # 0, which we shall assume from now on. 
The total number of Y’s is N + M - 1 . The successor now immediately follows 
by taking N = 2 = W , hence 
S = (B W) = (L N(L X(L Y(N X Y Y)))) 
With the successor it is possible to counteract the - 1 by taking 
(+ N M) = (B(S N)M) = (B B(B W)N M) 
hence 
+ = (B B(B W)) = (B B S) = (L N(L M(L X(L Y(N(M X)Y Y))))) 
The predecessor function is also very easy to derive from B. We shall take the 
restricted predecessor and still write P. The zero test will take care that the 
predecessor is never applied to zero. In our previous derivation of B the N must 
be unequal to zero. So we take M = 0 = K and get 
(P N) = (B N K) = (C B K N) 
hence 
P = (C B K) = 6 W XL WW WY) ))) 
It is remarkable that this P is the same as the decision function in the CSYS. 
The lambda form is very enlightening; the N produces N copies of Y giving 
(K X Y . . . Y) and then K annihilates one. 
The last building block for the P system is a decision function. It reads 
IF = (L N(L X(L Y(N K I I(K X)Y)))) 
= MWWW@(A BW KNMK KMK INK I)) 
and has again an effect as described by 
iflv f OthenXelse Y 
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PROOF: for N = 0 we get 
(K K I I(K X)Y) 3 (K I(K X)Y) 
* (I Y) =) Y 
For N # 0: (N K I I(K X)Y) * (K I . . . I I(K X)Y) 
* (I . . . 16 WY) 
* (K X Y) * X 
As it should be, the non-chosen term is deleted before coming to action. 
At first sight it is not so easy to derive a simple expression for multiplication. 
We shall postpone the development of a closed form for the multiplication until 
the S system has been described. Until so long we can use the recursive formu- 
lation 
TZMES(N,M) = if N # 0 then M + M l (N- 1) else 0 
or in combinators 
TIMES = (L N(L M(IF N(B B S M(TIMES M(P N)))K)))) 
By parametrizing on TIMES one can write this as a fix-point of a non-recursive 
form 
TIMES = (NRTIMES TIMES) 
where 
NRTIMES = (L X(L N(L M(IF N(B B S M(X M(P N)))K))))) 
Multiplication can now be done by e.g. 
(R NRTIMES 3 3 X Y) * (X Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y) 
or directly by (TIMES 3 3 X Y) 
12. THE S SYSTEM 
Schaap posed the question, whether it would be possible to take a still simpler 
form of representing numbers by applying N to a single object, namely the 
object to be counted. In this way we get: 
(N X) = (X . . . X) 
a sequence of N copies of X. One drawback of this system is that zero is not 
properly representable as the empty string of X’s has no place in the calculus. 
This can be solved however by remarking that 
(X . . . X) = (I x . . . X) 
then 
(0 X) = I 
If we introduce the notation 
Xn+r=(Xn X) with X0=1 then (0 X)=X0=1 
which is analogous to xe= 1 in algebra. 
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The representations for zero and one are obviously 
0 = (K I) and 1=1 
It is also obvious how the successor should look like. 
s=w 
as 
W N W = (N X X) = (X . . . X X) 
N times 
so 
2 = (W I) = (A I I), 3 = (W(W I)) = (A(A I 1)I) etc. 
The quest for the usual operators for predecessor, addition etc. brought forth 
a very curious theorem. If we introduce the abbreviation AI = (A I) then the 
following theorem holds: 
(N AI) = (AI AI . . . AI) = (AI(AI(A1 . . . AI))) 
or restated with the exponent notation 
(A I)n+i = (A I(A I)“) ?ZlZ 
PROOF: for n = 1 it is trivial 
(A 1) “+ZZ = ((A I)“+’ (A I)) 
= (A I(A I)” (A I)) 
= (VA IW I)” (A 1))) 
= (A I((A 1)” (A 1))) 
= (A I(A I)“+‘) 
This property of AI enables us to convert left-associative structures to right- 
associative structures with the following theorem 
(N(A I)(B F)(K G)) = ((F(F . . . F G))...) 
N - 1 times 
where F and G are arbitrary objects. The theorem states that N working on 
(A I) will produce a right-associative application of N - 1 times F to G. 
PROOF: forN = 1 
(164 10 VW (3) * (A I@ FW W 
* W G(B UK (3)) 
*G 
for N> 1 (N(A I)(B F)(K G)) * (A I(A I)N- ‘(B F)(K G)) 
* (B F((A I)N-l(B F))(K G)) 
* (F ((A IIN- ‘(B F)(K GIN 
The theorem now follows by induction. 
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The fact that the operator F is applied N - 1 times gives a direct attack to the 
predecessor by taking the successor for F and zero for G: 
P = (L NW W WOW I)))) 
By substituting different function for F and G we obtain easily: 
+ = (L N(L M(W N(A I)(B W)(K M)))) 
For addition the successor is applied N times to M. That requires W N at the 
beginning of the body, otherwise we would get the successor applied N - 1 
times. 
In the same style the multiplication is written as 
* = (L N(L M(W N(A I)(B( + M))(K 0)))) 
The operator (+ M) is applied N times to the zero element. 
t = (L N(L M(W N(A I)(B(* M))(K 1)))) 
For the to the power operator (* M) is applied N times to 1. 
These are all closed, non-recursive expressions. When expanded in A and K 
they are a bit complicated, but the computer takes care of that. Much more 
serious is, that all operators shown so far have a time requirement, that goes up 
at least linearly with N. That is because all number systems, treated so far are 
unary systems. In the next chapters we shall see how this time-requirement can 
be brought down to something of the order of log (N) by representing numbers 
in a radix (say binary) system. 
Our set of operators is not yet complete without the IF operator. We shall 
give four possibilities. The first is the simplest to use. The proof is left to the 
reader. (Hint: distinguish three cases: zero, odd and even). 
IF = (L N(L X(L Y(N K I K K I Y X)))) Schaap 
IF = (L N(L X(L Y(N K(K K)K K I Y X)))) Van der Poe1 
IF = (L N(L X(L Y(N K(K I)I(K Y)X)))) Van der Poe1 
IF = (L N(L X(L Y(N K I K K(K X)Y K)))) Schaap 
See examples in appendix C. 
It is now possible to make a table of all transition functions to transform 
numbers between the C, P and S system. To avoid confusion, numbers in a 
particular system will be denoted by the subscript C, P or S. First the easy ones. 
From P to S can be done by taking the first object = I hence 
Ns = (Np I) 
From C system to P and S is also simple as the C system allows the respective 
successor to be applied N times to the respective zero. 
N, = (NC (B W) K) 
Ns = (N, W (K I)) 
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An alternative for this formula would be to first transform to P and then to S 
by combining the two transformations. This results in 
N, = (N, (B W) K I) 
Transforming back is done with the standard device of the S system: 
Np = (W Ns (A I)(B(B W))(K K)) 
Here S,, is applied N times to Op = K 
In the same way we have 
Nc = (W Ns (A MEW WQK I))) 
The last transformation is obtained by first transforming NP to Ns and then 
applying the previous line: 
NC = W VP I)(A W(A BMW UN 
Of course all these formulas should be properly preceded by (L N and called 
Tsp etc. 
At last we can now write a simple closed form for the predecessor in the C 
system by first transforming to the S system and then using the N - 1 device but 
using the C successor and C zero: 
PC = (L Nc(Nc W(K I)@ I)(B(A B))WK I)))) 
It would hardly have been possible to obtain this formula without the S system. 
In the same way a direct multiplication operator can be written for the P 
system as follows: 
*P = (L NL WW’J I)(A I)@( + P W)(K 0 1) 
Alternative forms, which work but are not so logically derived are: 
PC = (L Nc(Nc W K (A I)(B(A B))(KW I)))) 
and 
*P = 6 W MW N (A I)@(+, W(K KN )) 
Somewhat related to the theorem (AI} is another one, found by Schaap. If a 
sequence of n successive A’s in a form is written as A” then the theorem states: 
(A” X) = (A X(Ane2 X)) where n >2 
PROOF: for n = 3: 
(A A A X) = (A X(A X)) 
Take the theorem as the induction hypothesis. 
(A”+ l X) = (A” A X) 
= (A A(Anm2 A) X) when the induction hypothesis 
= (A X(A”-’ X)) is applied with X = A 
If for X the object I is taken we obtain: 
(A” I) = (A I(An-2 I)) 
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That is: for every A I brought to the front, the number of remaining A’s goes 
down by two. Hence the following theorem follows: 
(A I)” = (AZ”-l I) 
These theorems are useful for solving the following question: Can paren- 
theses always be removed by B in a combinator form? Of course B has to be 
regarded as a third elementary combinator in that case. The theorem above now 
leads to: 
(Aznm4 B B B Xi X2 . . . Xn-2 K Xn-I K Xn) = 
(Xl x2 . . . Xn-z(Xn-1 X”)) 
With the help of this theorem, the proof of which is left to the reader, one can 
always eliminate all parentheses. 
Another quite interesting problem, recently communicated by Barendregt is: 
can (A(A A)(A A)(A A)A A) be reduced to a form, only consisting of A’s 
and can the form be written in lambda form? The first part could just be 
answered by hand computation, the second part was answered in the affirma- 
tive by the computer and the result takes a densely written page. See for the 
results appendix E 1. . 
A slightly different form (A(A A)(A A A)(A A)A) could not be reduced at 
all. It apparently belongs to the class of “exploders”. A trace of the first few 
steps is given in appendix E 2. The general problem whether a given form will 
stop, will be cyclic or will be an exploder is of course recursively undecidable. 
It has been proved in Curry [l] p 181 that the number of primitives in the 
calculus of combinators cannot be reduced to less than two, e.g. A and K. If the 
annihilator K would be combined with the associator A then always some 
annihilation will take place and the non-annihilating operations such as B or W 
can never be implemented. 
Barendregt showed in a personal communication that if the combinator 
Q = 6 X(X K A KN { = (A(A@ I(K K))(K AN(K K)) > 
is introduced, then 
(Q Q Q) = (Q K A K Q) 
=(KKAKAKQ) 
= (K K A K Q) 
= W K Q) 
=K 
and 




= (K K K A K) 
= (K A K) 
=A 
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Hence if Q would be taken as primitive, K and A can be implemented by 
(Q Q Q) and (Q(Q Q)). The idea could play a role by a possible way of Godel 
numbering the combinators. 
Before going on with the other number theories, this is perhaps the place to 
present a few more oddities. 
We looked for a function that would gobble up any number of parameters 
supplied. Of course this can be done with (R K . . . but after having done so the 
remainder will go into an infinite loop. Schaap found the following form, 
which will be stable in the end: 
(W I(C(K(W 1))X . . . ) 
* (CWW IMWW ONX . . . 1 
* (K(W I)X(C(K(W I))) ,.. ) 
* W WWW I)))) ultimately 
No lambda form can be obtained by the calculus however! 
The primitives of combinatory logic are sufficient to model recursive 
function theory. (See [4]). Are they also sufficient to model the primitives of 
LISP, a programming language with a very sound theoretical foundation? In 
particular, can the functions CAR and CDR of LISP be modeled? This 
question is posed in [14] p. 308 and the conclusion drawn there is that this 
would lead to an inconsistency. Sticking to the LISP notation of CAR for the 
first of a list and CDR for the rest of the list, the effect of CAR would be: 
(CAR(X Y)) * X 
(CDR(X Y)) * Y 
Now take the form: 
(CAR(C(B CAR)Z X)Y) 
Then the following reductions can be made: 
* (C(B CAR)Z Y) on the other hand * (CAR(B CAR X Z)Y) 
* (B CAR Y Z) * (B CAR X Y) 
* (CAR (Y Z)) * (CAR (X Y)) 
*Y *X 
hence an inconsistency results. However, this inconsistency does not occur in 
our calculus as axiom 6 will imply that only the left track will be followed. The 
left-most operator will always be done first and the paradox disappears. In the 
same way for: 
(CDR((C Z X)Y) 
*Y * (CDR(Z Y X)) 
*X 
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But again, the right track is not chosen and the inconsistency disappears. The 
same holds for (IF ZERO (W W W) X) * X. If the branch (W W W) 
would have been chosen, we would end in an infinite loop. 
13. THE H SYSTEM 
The systems treated so far all suffer from being unary. This functions correctly 
but not efficiently. The first step to develop a binary system was put by M.E. 
den Hoed, whence the H system. Originally the representation of binary 
numbers was designed in the ordinary way with the least significant digit to the 
right. The operators turned out to be very complicated but feasible. The system 
could be greatly simplified by turning around the representation with the least 
significant digit on the left (Van der Poel). 
Originally the idea was that the abstract number would work on two entities, 
being the representation of the binary nought and the binary one. Whether 
these are represented by 0 and 1 in the usual way or by Z for zero and U for 
unity is again irrelevant. E.g. 
(3 z U) = (U U) 
and 
(5 ZERO ONE) = (ONE ZERO ONE) 
It is not at all difficult to find the numbers in this system. E.g. 
3 = (L X(L Y(Y Y))) = (K(A I I)) 
Nevertheless we did not succeed to find expressions for the successor, the 
decision etc. It was Den Hoed, who found the key idea for cracking this 
problem. His proposal was to let the numbers operate on three objects instead 
of two. One could say that the first object is an arbitrary indicator to show 
where the number starts on the paper, although this starting mark is not any 
more necessary for zero objects as it was in the P system. Hence: 
(3 x z U) = (X u U) 
If now X is taken as I then it disappears from the beginning: 
(3 I z U) = (I u U) = (U U) 
The reader should be warned not to confuse the abstract number 3 and a 
particular representation (U U) of that number. 3 is the notion of “threeness”, 
(U U) or 11 or LL are representations of a particular instance. From now on we 
shall consistently use Z for the nought mark and U for the unity mark in contra- 
distinction with 0 for the number zero and 1 for the number one. 
First let us develop a few numbers. The derivation is now left to the reader. 
0 = (B K) l=K 2 = I 
3 = (B K W) 4=w 5 = (B(B W)C) 
6=(BW) 7 = (B(B K W)W) 8 = (B W W) 
etc. 
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The strategy to be developed is to design operators for halving and doubling 
and testing the parity of a number. The successor can then be recursively ex- 
pressed in these elements. 
The halving operator is: 
H = (C B K) 




* (N (K X) Z U) 
* (K X bo bi . . . bm) 
* (X bi bz . . . bm) 
Here be . . . bm is written for the m binary marks or digits of which the repre- 
sentation of the number consists. The K removes the least significant digit and 
halves the number. 
For doubling a number we shall introduce two functions. VO shall form 2N 
and Vl shall form 2N+ 1 
VO = (B(B W)B) 
PROOF: 
(VO N X Z U) * (B(B W)B N X Z U) 
* (B W(B N)X Z U) 
* (W(B N X)Z U) 
*(BNXZZU) 
* (N(X Z)Z U) 
=a (X Z bo bt . . . bm) 
which is twice the original number with a Z in the least significant place 
Vl = (B(B 5)B) 
5 is used here as an abbreviation for (B(B W)C). The proof is left to the reader. 
The next operator is the parity PAR. This is the most difficult one. To look at 
the least significant digit, it is necessary to remove all other digits. It reads a 
follows: 
PAR = (L N(N(GAMMA I)0 l(B K K(K I)))) 
where 
GAMMA = (L X(L Y(L Z(Z GAMMA X X Y)))) 
In PAR the abstract numbers 0 and 1 appear, not the representation marks. The 
auxiliary function GAMMA is recursive; the Z cannot conflict with the mark 
for nought as it is a bound variable and could be eliminated to 
GAMMA = (B C(C(B W(C I GAMMA)))) 
but we shall use the lambda form here, which puts the third argument in front 
of GAMMA and duplicates the first argument. 
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PROOF: 
(N(GAMMA I)0 l(B K K(K I))) 
* (GAMMA I bo bi . . . bm (B K K(K I))) 
* (bi GAMMA I I bo bz . . . b, (B K K(K I))) 
Now bl is 0 or 1. Remark that actually the abstract numbers 0 and 1 have been 
used as marks for the representation. Here language and meta-language can be 
mixed. From the three arguments following 0 or 1, GAMMA is put in front in 
any case and is followed by the first or the second I, depending on bi = 0 or 1. 
The outcome is in both cases: 
* (GAMMA I bo bz . . . bm (B K K(K I))) 
and bi has been eliminated. In the same way all digits up to bm are discarded 
leaving 
* (GAMMA I bo (B K K(K I))) 
* (B K K(K 1)GAMMA I I be) 
* (K(K(K 1))GAMMA I I bo) 
* (K(K I)1 I bo) 
* (K I I bo) * (I bo) * bo 
By applying this bo to I X Y one can then select X for 0 and Y for 1 
We shall need this kind of decision function also in separate form and we 
shall call it D 
D = (L N(L X(L Y(N I Y X)))) for N = 0 or 1 
= (C(B C)I) 
Another decision function is one that can choose between N < 2 and N ~2. 
This can be obtained by remarking that 0 and 1 are both single digit numbers, 
while all N> 1 are two or more digit numbers. 
F = (L N(L X(L Y(N K I I(K X)Y)))) 
with the action if N> I then X else Y . It is exactly the same as the IF operator 
of the P system and works in a similar fashion. The proof is left to the reader. 
At last we can compose D and F to form a zero decision 
IF = (L N(L X(L Y(N K I I(K X)(N I Y X))))) 
All the material is now available to construct the successor function. An even 
number is incremented by 1 by taking the Vl function of half the number, an 
odd number is incremented by 1 by taking the VO of the successor of half the 
number, so we get: 
S = (L N(F N(PAR N I (Vl(H N))(VO(S(H N))))(D N I K))) 
= (A(A F(A(A(C PAR I)(B Vl H))(B VO(B S H))(C(C D 1)K) 
GAMMA as well as S itself are recursive. Both can be written with the R 
operator, the R can be parametrized out so that ultimately a non-recursive 
operator for S is obtained, that needs one single R as its first parameter. This 
has once been done as a students exercise by B.C. van der Eems. It worked but 
the result is too gruesome to present it here. The use of the successor in the form 
presented here is quite fast and has an operation time of the order of the 
number of digits. This is a consequence of the parity testing function. It is still 
quite an improvement over the unary algorithms. 
It would be possible now to construct the addition in terms of the successor. 
However, this would completely spoil the log(N) character of the successor 
when N + M has to be expressed as the N’th successor of M. A direct approach 
to binary addition will be presented in the next chapter on the M system. 
In the beginning of this chapter it was stated that no operators could be 
found for a system where the numbers only work on two objects, i.e. Z and U. 
Schaap solved the problem by constructing transformation functions for 
converting numbers with two arguments (we shall call this the T system) to 
numbers with three arguments (the H system). 
The transformation from H to T is obvious: 
Nt = (Nh I) 
One only has to take the first argument of the three equal to I 
Let us call the transformation in the other direction U. Then 
Nh = (u Nt) 
Without proof U can be written: 
U = (L M(L X(L Z(L U(M(F(G Z))(F(G U)) 
(L W Q(W WC 1 I))W W UN 1)) 
where 
and 
F = (L X(L Y(L Z(Z(X Y)) ))) 
G = (L X(L Y(L Z(L T(Y Z T X))))) 
For examples of the H and T system see appendix D. 
14. THE M SYSTEM 
Van der Mey succeeded in constructing operators for doing the addition in 
the H system directly. Consequently this takes only a number of reduction steps 
of the order of log(N) 
First a set of auxiliary functions is introduced: 
Kll = I , K21 = K , K22 = (K I) 
K m+l,l = (B K Km.9 where m>2 
K m+l,j+l = (K Km,j) where j > 0 
The operator Km,j fetches the j-th element out of m arguments. Only a finite set 
up to K44 is necessary. 
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The decision function GRONE with arguments N, X and Y will take X when 
N> 1, otherwise Y is taken. 
GRONE = (L N(N K I I K32 K22)) 
EVEN tests for even or odd: 
EVEN = (L N(N DELTA 0 1 K33 I)) 
where 
DELTA = (L X(L Y(L Z(Y DELTA X X Z)))) 
= (C(C(B W)DELTA)) 
A function HALF will replace a single digit by 0, otherwise the old function H 
is applied 
HALF = (L N(GRONE N(H N) 0)) 
Now we are ready for the addition: 
+ = (L M(L N(M(ADD N X(X Y) 0) 0 1 2))) 
where 
ADD = (L N number to be added 
(L RES result is lambda form 
( SIGR significant result 
(L CARRY 
(L BITM bit 0 or 1 from M or endmark 
(GRONE BITM 2 or 3 test for end 
(EVEN BITM If 2 then M is finished 
(N(ADD 0 RES SIGR CARRY)0 1 0 3) 
(U- WL YW ZWGRNN components for newly baked 
(TESTBITS N BITM CARRY lambda forms! 
(ADD(HALF N)(RES Y)SIGR 0) for three zeros 
(ADD(HALF N)(RES Z)(RES Z)O) for two zeros and a one 
(ADD(HALF N)(RES Y)ERROR 1) for one zero and a one 
(ADD(HALF N)(RES Z)ERROR 1) three ones. These cases 
NNN cannot occur 
Some very dirty tricks are applied in the function ADD. The apparently free 
variables X, Y and Z will be joined during the process with the isolated (L X), 
(L Y) and (L Z) to form legal lambda forms. 





(EVEN N is first bit of N zero? 
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(EVEN BITM 
(EVEN CARRY K41 K42) 
(EVEN CARRY K42 K43)) 
(EVEN BITM 
(EVEN CARRY K42 K43) 
(EVEN CARRY K43 K44) 
N))) 
is first bit of M zero? 
for 000 and 001 
for 010 and 011 
for 100 and 101 
for 110 and 111 
Perhaps the EVEN test on the single carry digit could be economized. After all 
exercise in the previous chapters, the proof of the M system is left to the reader. 
15. SOME NOTES ON THE IMPLEMENTATION 
For the purpose of mechanically executing reduction chains, too complicated 
for a human being to do reliably, an abstract combinator and lambda machine 
was implemented in the substrate of concrete programs for a computer. 
These first attempts have all been programmed in LISP. The kind of list 
manipulation as used in LISP fitted in very well with the requirements for 
writing combinator forms. After a few simple implementations for doing 
combinator reduction alone the first complete program to do reductions with 
combinators and lambda forms and the transformations from combinators to 
lambda forms and back was made by Van der Poel. Later a much improved 
version was written by Van der Mey, all in LISP. This program is given in the 
appendix. 
It ran virtually unchanged on an IBM 370/168, on a HITAC 8800, and on 
PDPS, PDP9 and PDPl 1. There are some local differences especially in input 
and output and also in the way objects have property list and whether there is 
an accessible OBLIST in that particular LISP. The driver program is called 
RUN and forms a kind of operating system, the commands of which will be 
described below. RUN includes the forms evaluator. Furthermore there is a 
number of auxiliary functions. As LISP is a rather universally available 
language and the LISP program is rather short, it is the LISP program as it has 
run on the PDP-8, that will be shown in appendix G. 
Another way of representing the data structure necessary for combinators is 
as follows: E.g. (A (B C) D) could be represented by a single string of charac- 
ters 5 A 2 B C D The letters are the objects, the digits indicate the number of 
element between parentheses, on the outer level including these digits them- 
selves. At any stage in a reduction chain, there is only this single string. If the 
string is anchored at the right hand side, then actions only occur at the left hand 
end. This left hand end can drift to the left when the string is growing or to the 
right when the string is shrinking. Superfluous argument stay untouched in 
their original place. To demonstrate the action in principle, let us take 
(K X Y Z) where now X, Y and Z can be single objects or composite strings. 
There are four cases X and Y are both primitive, X is primitive and Y is com- 
posite, X is composite and Y is primitive, and both X and Y are composite. 
The number indicating the total length of the string can be omitted in any 
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case. Because the end is anchored, the beginning location is indicative for the 
length. So we get the following actions 
Case 1: K X Y . . . - X . . . 
As X and Y are single locations (letters!) Y tells that X has to be 
displaced over one position to the right and K deleted. 
Case 2: K n . . . Y . . . * n . . . . . . 
The string of length n has to be displaced over one position 
Case 3: K n . . . m . . . . . . 
The string of length n has to be displaced over m positions 
Case 4: K X m . . . . . . 
X has to be displaced over m positions 
The remaining positions and lengths are not touched. 
The first implementation written on this basis was produced in ALGOL 60 by 
Van der Eyk. Several other partial implementations followed in machine code 
for different machines after the ALGOL pattern. Ultimately Van der Mey 
wrote a complete program in our own system implementation language ALIAS, 
a derivative of BCPL. This program is orders of magnitude faster than the 
LISP version. 
For all implementations the operating procedures have been rigourously kept 
the same. They are: 
name (form) 
(form) 











Defines name as an abbreviation for form 
Evaluates (reduces) the form 
Evaluates the form and abbreviates the result by name 
From now on all evaluations will produce lambda forms 
From now on all evaluations will produce combinators 
Print list of all abbreviations defined so far 
Leave the system 
Enter tracing mode. All separate reduction steps are 
printed 
Leave tracing mode 
Remove abbreviation 
Print abbreviation without evaluating it 
Read all abbreviations from a named file 
Put all abbreviations present now on a file 
These notes will possibly help those people who want to reimplement the 
system for their own use. 
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